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Discover How to Learn to Crochet in a Few HoursToday only, get this Kindle book for just $2.99.

Regularly pricedat $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.This book

contains proven steps and strategies on learning in how to crochet.Here is a preview of what you'll

learn:â€¢ Methods for working with a needle: knitting, mesh, weaving, curving, interlacing, tying -

have been called by numerous names all through history.â€¢ Incorporating needle-curling, knotless

mesh, cross-knit circling, circled needle-netting, vatsom, coptic knitting, naalebinding, Tunisian

crochet, tambour, needle trim, ribbon making, tatting, macrame, sprang and shepherd's knitting.â€¢

Much, much more!Download your copy now!Â© 2015 All Rights Reserved !
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I got this book in order to help my mother in her new interest for crochet knitting. At first the words

"learn in a few hours" in the cover page, didn't convence me at the first time but after I purchase this

book I noticed that this can be true. First you'll learn about the basics, what kind of hooks and

materials do you need in order to make different methods. later you are going to start to learn about

the proper grip of the hooks and then you are going to start a slip tie. Later, in the following chapters



you will learn different stitches and you'll learn how to make projects like a poncho and a tranquil

wrap that will be the first steps in your limitless world of crochet.I strongly recommend this book for

all the people interested in crochet knitting and need a easy to understand guide to do it.

This is an ideal crocheting book for the beginners. I always wanted to learn crocheting but this book

was very helpful and also taught me easy crochet designs and patterns. I am not an professional

but with this book I can surely become an expert in crocheting. The information and techniques are

easy to understand and very interesting and gets you hooked up till the end. This book is a quick

guide for learning crochet. This book is short but very comprehensive. This book also describes all

the patterns with easy and beautiful pictures. Overall, I enjoyed this book very much. I recommend

this book any person who wants to learn crochet swiftly.

I like this guide. The instructions are very clear, it has simple and well-drawn illustrations and some

great projects for practicing. Nothing too complicated or fancy, just a simple and nice beginners

guide. I found it to be very helpful and I can't really say anything bad about it. It is a well-written,

straightforward and simple guide and if you are eager to try out something new, I recommend this

book and crocheting. It can be very relaxing, try and see for yourself.

I was asked to review this book. I received no compensation for doing so.This is a well written book.

The instructions are concise and the diagrams are clear and self-explanatory. One would do well, to

have a crochet hook and yarn on hand to practice as one goes along. This is a very helpful book

indeed.

Hello, my name is Shirley, I am a crochet dunce. My mind goes into standstill when I try to learn

how to crochet. I can do a single crochet but so far I haven't been able to make anything useful with

my 2 mile string of single crochet. This is a nice book for beginners because of the drawings to see

the how to do the stitches. The drawings are large and clear. Easy to understand. I have used this

book to learn more. The book is good I am not but I am progressing with these pictures to help me.I

got this book from Pubabook at no cost, I wasn't asked for a review but I want to give one.

This book is helpful and perfect for the beginners. By the help of this book I have learned about

crocheting. Actually, I and my sister had a huge interest about crocheting and we needed to learn

about it. A few weeks ago, my aunt suggested us about this book and for that reason I purchased



this book. Inside of this book I have found some proven steps and strategies for learning how to

crochet. By reading this book I have learned about some effective methods like needle, knitting,

curving and much more. I am pretty sure a beginner will find everything for learning crochet. The

author Anna described every lesson very carefully and step by step. This book really helped me a

lot and by reading this book I am impressed. If you are a beginner and you want to learn crocheting

then I will suggest this book.

The book has a load of techniques for you to learn.Illustrated with detailed images, written

instruction becomes more communicative.Now, saying that, the word 'beginner' in my opinion

doesn't justify the title. For being a complete novice on the subject, I found it more on a developed

level, someone who is into crochet and practicing it for a while now. Although there were plenty of

drawn illustrations, it wouldn't have hurt to include real examples of each technique so the readers

could do a quick comparison. Again, just criticizing about the book structure, not the information on

topic.

I really want to learn crochet because I love the design and I remember my grandmother who loves

crochet to. I asked my friends if there are guide books about crochet and they told me ab out this

book. This book explained to me all about stitches. I learned lots of techniques that I can use as a

beginner in crochet. I am excited to try what I learned in this book because I want to make my very

own crochet.
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